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Time Machine (1912): The discovery of the
South Pole

Roald Amundsen's team arrived in Antarctica's Bay of Whales on Jan. 14, 1911. With dog teams, they prepared to race the British to the
South Pole. National Library of Norway, Picture Collection

Newsela Editor's Note: This article originally appeared in the March 1912 issue of Scientific

American.

It is much too early to judge Captain Roald Amundsen's achievement. Many weeks must pass

before we will know all his new information. He has made only a short account, which he has sent

by telegram to the press. Yet even that throws a flood of light on the mystery of Antarctic

geography.

Norwegian explorer Amundsen seems to have collected enough evidence to prove a theory. A great

chain of mountains extends almost uninterruptedly from Alaska to the southern tip of South

America. Now, Amundsen has found those mountains continue even farther south. A ridge of the

mountain range exists in Antarctica.

That ridge connects Victoria Land and King Edward VII Land. It has been named, in honor of

Amundsen's Norwegian queen, Queen Maude's Range.
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Getting Past The Ice Shelf To Land

The ice shelf is a giant sheet of floating ice. It leads to Antarctica. For a century and a half it had

made exploring the Antarctic difficult. No ships could sail through it. The icy mass lies between

two mountain ranges and ends in a bay. Abandoning his original plan, Amundsen sent one of his

officers to inspect the Bay of Whales and the great ice shelf in Antartica. Amundsen wanted him to

find out if the ice was solid enough to cross. There, he set up his base camp on the frozen ice. From

the camp they searched for where the ice became ice-covered land. They explored King Edward

VII Land, of which practically nothing is known.

No doubt Amundsen was spurred by a competitive drive. He, like others, wanted to discover the

secrets of the last unexplored frozen region of the Earth. No less than four other expeditions were

in the Antarctic regions at the time when Amundsen was forcing his way south. All were racing to

be the first to reach the South Pole.

Expeditions From Around World Rush To Get There First

Besides Amundsen's, there was the Japanese expedition. It had to retreat to Australia last spring

in order to obtain more dogs. Amundsen says the Japanese team landed on Jan. 16 at the Bay of

Whales. That was two weeks before Amundsen sailed for home. 

There was the Australian expedition, for which $215,000 had been raised as of last Nov. 1. The

team was to land three groups of explorers between Cape Adare and Gaussberg. 

There was the German expedition in the "Deutschland," a ship well stocked with modern

equipment. The team hoped to establish a base on Antarctica.  

Lastly, there was the English expedition in the "Terra Nova." The ship left New Zealand in

November 1910. It was badly damaged by stormy weather. Indeed, it was so badly damaged that

the necessary repairs and replacing lost supplies cost the expedition enormous amounts of money. 

Good Weather Helps Team Cover New Ground

Amundsen seems to have been helped by exceptionally good weather conditions. To be sure, there

were storms, but no frightful hurricanes. It was cold, so cold that the dogs suffered visibly. The

average temperature, however, was no lower than that in many inhabited parts of Canada.

Amundsen himself states that part of his journey was much like a pleasure trip. "Excellent ground,

fine sledging, and an even temperature," he said. The glaciers made route changes necessary, yet

still progress was remarkably fast. The party climbed up 2,000 to 5,000 feet in a day.

During much of his journey Amundsen covered entirely new ground. Therefore he will bring back

new information on Antarctic geography. 

He made up his mind that he would reach the flat land on which the Pole is situated by another

route than that of Beardmore Glacier. Amundsen made his own route through the mountains to

reach the Pole. Luck, good sense, experience, call it what you will. Whatever reason, the new route

proved easier than that which earlier explorers took on their expeditions. Amundsen's success may

be attributed to that comparatively easy route, along with exceptionally good weather.
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Quiz

1 Choose the paragraph from the introduction [paragraphs 1 - 3] that BEST describes the article's central idea.

2 Which of the following sentences from the article would be MOST important to include in the summary?

(A) Besides Amundsen's, there was the Japanese expedition.

(B) The party climbed up 2,000 to 5,000 feet in a day.

(C) Amundsen made his own route through the mountains to reach the Pole.

(D) Amundsen himself states that part of his journey was much like a pleasure trip.

3 Which selection from the article BEST shows that Amundsen was luckier than the other explorers?

(A) No doubt Amundsen was spurred by a competitive drive.

(B) Amundsen made his own route through the mountains to reach the Pole.

(C) Amundsen seems to have been helped by exceptionally good weather conditions.

(D) Amundsen himself states that part of his journey was much like a pleasure trip.

4 Read the section "Good Weather Helps Team Cover New Ground." How was Amundsen's expedition different from the others?

(A) He faced storms and hurricanes.

(B) He used modern equipment.

(C) He made his own route through the mountains.

(D) The party climbed 2,000 to 5,000 feet each day.


